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ABSTRACT 
 

In the age of information any process begins with searching for information. Searching has become an 
unending syndrome. We search for information on vast topics and the frequent few topics are on product, 
opinion about company, education institution and news over the internet. Search results include indexed 
data from review forum, blog, tweet, emotional comment on websites and wiki. Data required for 
information lays all over flooded and piled with mix of unique, duplicate, custom generated, false portrait, 
broken sentence and multiple language. These data are unauthentic, meaningless and noisy. This paper 
work focus on extracting review comment data of company from review forums, reduce noise, group them 
and give meaning full summarized information and cumulative review rating of company’s features to the 
user.  
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1.    INTRODUCTION  
 

Data avalanche is an unmanageable attribute of 
the information age. We use search engine to search 
the data avalanche is a part of daily routine [1]. We 
get quick data form different mean which includes 
blogs, review, comments, tweets, wiki and 
information portals [2].These data available widely 
are generated from different source such as persons 
writing personal blog, review comment and tweets 
personally out of their own interest. There are big 
companies that get quick review because of large 
employee strength [3].Growing companies has 
made a practice of using Search Engine 
Optimization to add customized comment and 
review to add false propagation of their company on 
the internet [4].There are also automatic programs 
which spam review and content over the internet 
forums and review sites [5][6]. Extending further 
these reviews written contains information directly 
and indirectly about the company [7][8].Validation 
information out of these data cannot be achieved in 
isolation or small numbers, we require large data to 
be classified, grouped and noise reduced to extract 
the real information [9]. 

In our paperwork, we broadly categorize how 
data are extracted from company review portal, 
selection of top features and summarization of user 
review about company. Here our summarization is 

broadly based on top five features a company 
should posses. These features are obtained by 
ranking on the feature extracted [10].Feature 
selection in our work is different from method 
proposed for mining feature option by Hu, Minqing, 
and Bing Liu.2004 [11].Our work feature selection 
is based on summarization summation and ranking 
of feature extracted from review portal.  

Feature: High compensation – Rating 4/5 

Positive(ReviewRate1,…,ReviewRaten) - Negative 
(ReviewRate1,…, ReviewRate n) 

Feature: Flexible work time – Rating 3/5 

Positive(ReviewRate1,…,ReviewRaten) - Negative 
(ReviewRate1,…, ReviewRate n) 

Summation: Infer Review Rate = Positive Review 
Rate – Negative Review Rate 

 

Let us demonstrate review of IT Company to 
illustrate without review summarization and   
review summarization.  

A. Without summarization and Feature grouping 

 User can have review of only one feature 
reviewed at a given time and summarization is not 
possible. One user can review (R1) of Feature (F1) 
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at Instance I ,which can be either a positive or a 
negative review.  

User Review   =(F1  *  R1 )  * I 
……………………………(1) 

Assume it takes t1 time for I1 ,then  

                      T(I1) = t1 ……………………………………(2) 

where,  

T is the time taken for Instance  

I1  is one Instance   

and t1  is the time take for one review of one feature 
.  

B. With summarization and Feature grouping 

Using without summarization and feature 
grouping, N review of N features of a company will 
require t n time for review and another t n to 
summarize the reviews.  

Time taken for N review without our method 
would result in time which is given by, 

                    T (In )=t n*n …………………………………(3) 

With our implementation (i.e) with 
summarization and feature grouping in the same 
time T(I1) our method get abstract review of N 
feature of N commentator.  

N Feature UserReview = N*F(n)*R(n)*I……………(4) 

where,  

I is the time required to read R(n)review of F(n) 
features about a company by N commentator.   

Our paper summarizes the review and gives the 
following,  

Feature: High compensation – Rating 4/5 

Positive(ReviewRate1,…,ReviewRaten) - Negative 
(ReviewRate1,…, ReviewRate n) 

 

Feature: Flexible work time – Rating 3/5 

Positive(ReviewRate1,…,ReviewRaten) - Negative 
(ReviewRate1,…, ReviewRate n) 

With our work User can review N feature of N 
review summarized at I instance  

ΣS = {F1 R , F2 R, F3 R, F4 R, F5 R 
}……………………(5) 

where,  

S is the summarized review 

F n are features 

R is the review  

The strength of the opinion on a review given by 
the user is emphasized based on the scale value 
added to the comment/review. The scales largely 
vary from verbal scale as good, bad, very good, 
very bad, and normal. Numerical scales like whole 
numbers and percentage. Character scales like  , 
and jargon words like ok, oops. Process the scales 
for flood of data is quite difficult, where we require 
transformation and loading into single format to 
match data different sources. This paper work 
considers only ranking based on numerical whole 
numbers in the experiment conducted.  

2. RELATED WORK 

K- means clustering is a method of cluster 
analysis which aims to partition n observations into 
k clusters in which each observation belongs to the 
cluster with the nearest mean[12] .The term "k-
means" was first used by James MacQueen in 
1967[13]. Though the idea goes back to Hugo 
Steinhaus in 1957[14].In 1965, A more efficient 
version was proposed and published in Fortran by 
Hartigan and Wong in 1979[15]. 

Forgy method: The Forgy method randomly 
chooses k observations from the data set and uses 
these as the initial means[16]. The random partition 
method first randomly assigns a cluster to each 
observation and then proceeds to the update step, 
thus computing the initial mean to be the centroid 
of the cluster's randomly assigned points. The 
Forgy method tends to spread the initial means out, 
while random partition places all of them close to 
the center of the data set. According to Hamerly et 
al.,[17] the random partition method is generally 
preferable for algorithms such as the k-harmonic 
means and fuzzy k-means. For expectation 
maximization and standard k-means algorithms, the 
Forgy method of initialization is preferable. 

3. PROPOSED TECHNIQUE  

Our approach is to first find top five feature of 
company which the user uses to describe and rate 
the company. For a large set of data taken from 
company review portal using k-mean cluster and 
Forgy method we come out with top five features of 
the companies that are emphasized by user in the 
review portals. These five features is a subset of 
many features that were discussed. Then we 
segregate the review to fall into this subset. We 
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capture the min, max and mean of summation of all 
the rating about the feature of a company [18]. 

A. Data extraction 
This process is where data required for process 

are extracted from glassdoor.com using custom 
build java bot. The extracted information from 
glass box portal are purely used for experimental 
and educational purpose only. No data or result 
would be commercialized [19]. 

Our work require an automatic program to 
extract data, below is the pseudo code:  

locate page 
begin:parse page 
locate rating(get value for xpath) 
if(word = = pros || con || suggestion) 
{match found 
extract start to end of line 
}while != eop 
end:store data 
 

B. Data cleansing 
In data cleansing, we clean the data by 

removing the maximum and minimum threshold of 
keywords form the raw data. Less frequent used 
word labels and words without label are also 
truncated [20]. 

Sample record extracted by our program 
 
Delivery Head— Rating 4.0 out of 5 
Pros - Great Employer and high value system 
Cons - Few people of company have made it very 
operational oriented 

C. Data transformation  
When data from multiple sources converge to 

form the raw data source then we employed data 
transformation where we segregate all the data to 
one common format. Segregation we remove 
unwanted field, or convert an attribute to a required 
format to match the requirement of the input data to 
our summarization engine [21].  

Table:1 : Sample of extracted data  
Extracted data Rating Average  
management none add 4 0.089 
2013 pros very good 4 0.119 
place to start your 4 0.119 
Good consultant 4 0.06 
industry standards 4 0.06 

this helpful — wed 4 0.119 
jun 2013 pros very 4 0.119 
higher management 4 0.06 
23 project manager award 4 0.089 
jul 2013 pros the 4 0.119 
management focus 4 0.06 
market standards 4 0.06 
delivery manager 4 0.06 
salary structure 4 0.06 

D. Data grouping 
Generally where large scattered data inferences 

are required, grouping make the large data into sets 
of data falling under specifies target groups. We 
employed forgy method to group the data into 
groups. Features are grouped based on top 10 
features identified from extraction. Top feature 
identification is based on ranking among the 
selected 10 features [16].  

E. Data training 
Any machine learning experiment require, 

training set to train the machine to perform 
unsupervised actions. We employee labeled data for 
training [22].  

F. Data loading 
Large data after extraction, transformation, 

cleansing and grouping is now ready for upload to 
the machine for prediction. 

 

4. EXPERIMENT & RESULT  
 
Procedure:  
Step 1 - Observation of review extracted are 
partitioned into k sets. Where, k set is lesser that or 
equal to n observation.  
Step 2 - Cleaning & transformation. 
We use an SQL procedure to truncate maximum 
and minimum label  occurrence threshold.   
Step 3 - Grouping & partition the observation made 
from the review and review rate. Partition is done 
using Forgy and Random Partition. 
Step 4 - We adopt semi supervised feature 
classification by labeling the observation.  
Step 5 - Map the data to corresponding set.  
Step 6 - Summarization of review and chart 
horizontal box plot. 
Step 7 - For every run the observation keeps 
increasing 
Step 1 – 6 repeated, gives refined result every run.  
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A. Extraction  
Running the java program written for our 

experiment can extract 5000 reviews for 
glassdoor.com in less than a minute. Figure-1  in 
appendix shows the work of review extraction,  
B. Cleaning & transformation  

This program is custom written for our 
experiment which follows the below mentioned 
logic. This code snippet is run for every cycle new 
data is update into our data store.  

start: 
parse data 
match:rank || rank column 
match:comment || comment column 
truncate rank value “>5 , <0”  

|| update rank column 
truncate repeated phrase count threshold >3  

|| update comment column 
end: 

C. Ranking of features from the  extracted data: 
Data grouping, from the extracted data and 

cleansed data we take the top 12 feature that most 
users describe about the company the write review. 
We have reviewed by grouping and choosing the 
top 5 features.In the table II, the features listed are 
used for grouping and feature rating. Figure 2 
shows the features ranking based on occurrences in 
user review, data used in this graph is extracted and 
cleansed data, 

 Table 2: Features Listed In The Table Are Used For 
Grouping And Feature Rating 

 
Feature Rating Rank 

Culture & Values 1 
Management 2 
Career Opportunities 3 
Work/Life Balance 4 
Comp & Benefits 5 

 
D. Synonyms and common interchangeable word 

tag for label  
Label is defined as a set of common 

interchangeable word tag .These word tag 
combination is used to categorize review under the 
label.   

 
L{word tag 1 … word tag n } 
Here ‘L’ represents the label. 
 

Feature labels used in our paperwork are Culture, 
Value, Management, Career,Opportunities, Work/ 
Life balance, Compensation, and Benefits.  

 
Culture { work culture , corporate culture , weekend bash 
, birthday party , team outing } 
 
Value { worth , significance , respect } 
 
Management { PM , boss , TL , manager , Management } 
 
Career { Career , job , profession , opening , vacancy } 
 
Opportunities { onsite , growth , promotion , learning } 
Work / Life balance{maternity , parenthood , motherhood 
, leaves } 
 
Compensation {salary , hike , remuneration , income } 
Benefits { cab , dinner , remuneration , med claim  , 
insurance , LIC , reclaims } 

E. Summarization and plotting  
We have the Observation Set (x1, .., xn).We then 

partition ‘n’ observation into k    sets ;where, k < = 
n and k represents the features of the company  
 
where,  
Observation in our experiment n = 5000(review from 
web portals) 

 
Partition, K 5 =F1 , F2 ,F3,F4 and F5  

 
where,  
F are the five features used in our paper  using ...(5) we 
get below outcome. 

 

Table 3 - Outcome of the paperwork. 
Feature Rating Average 0 1 2 3 4 5 
Culture & 
Values 2       

Management 3       
Career 
Opportunities 2.5       
Work/Life 
Balance 2.5       
Comp & 
Benefits 4.6          

 
The Features in the table were top five features 

identified based on our work after extracting and 
ranking 5000 reviews from glassdoor.com. Review 
comments where again grouped under one of the 
five features and mean average is listed under 
average column. The highlighted bar represents box 
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plot of each feature horizontally to depict the high, 
low and mean value of a feature [23]. 

 
5. CONCLUSION 

 
Our work was collection of review about 

company, reduce the noise and summarize review 
based on top features. The work consolidates the 
cumulative review and summarizes it to the user so 
that user gets to read cumulative mean of review. 
Future work would include add more 
interchangeable word tag, extracting of data from 
all type of review rating as of now we have focused 
only on numerical whole number rating system.  
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    Figure 1: Review extraction 
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Figure 2: Ranking based on occurrences in user review, Data used in this graph is extracted and cleansed data 
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